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Model Name :  Magnus-Qi Barcode : Promate Technologies Ltd. www.promate.net sales@promate.netmarke�ng@promate.net
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Magnus-Qi is a stunning 15W MagSafe-compatible wireless car mount and the perfect charging solution, designed to enhance 
your driving experience. The 360° cradleless design coupled with a triaxial height adjustable arm provides infinite viewing 
angles. This elegant car mount with a unique transparent design, and aluminum rim, makes it the perfect accessory for your car. 
Magnus-Qi can be mounted directly on your dashboard and is also compatible with the extended dashboard display screens of 
Tesla, Mercedes, BMW, and other cars without the fear of falling off even in rough driving conditions. Smoothen your journey, 
and power your smartphone for every adventure with Magnus-Qi.

Disclaimer :                         is a registered trademark of Promate Technologies. All other Trademarks or Trade Names are the property of their respec�ve owners.

Transparent Design

15W MagSafe Compatible

Magnus-Qi has a transparent design to add a touch of style to your car’s interior to give you 
a one-of-a-kind charging experience

Magnus-Qi MagSafe compatible wireless charging car mount aligns with your smartphone 
and charges your compatible devices at 15W lightning speeds

Quick Magnetic Alignment
No more awkward fumbling; the perfectly aligned magnets on Magnus-Qi snap onto your 
devices quickly and seamlessly, keeping them secure, even through bumps and turns

Stylish Design
Magnus-Qi has a sleek and slim design that perfectly complements your smartphone 
device and adds a touch of style to your car’s interior

Flawless Fit
Magnus-Qi can be mounted directly on your dashboard and is also compatible with the 
extended dashboard display screens of Tesla, Mercedes, BMW, and other cars

Charge Securely
The onboard safety chip in Magnus-Qi provides overcurrent, overheat, over-voltage, and 
short-circuit protection, so you can charge with confidence

360° Cradleless Design
The cradleless design allows you to set your music in portrait mode or use the navigation in 
landscape mode with ease

Triaxial Height Adjustment
The arm of this car mount features a triaxial height adjustment, providing three foldable 
joints that allow you to adjust your device to a position that suits your viewing convenience

C o m p a t i b l e
Wireless Car Charger

360° Cradleless SecureGrip ™
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Design
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Adaptive
Fast Charging

MagSafe Case
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Input:    DC 5V-12.5V/2A
Output:    5W/7.5W/10W/15W
Wireless Charging  Frequency: 110kHz-205kHz
Wireless Charging Distance: ≤8mm
Wireless Charging Efficiency:  85%

Input interface:  USB-C
Cable Length:  1.2m
Maximum Height:  15 cm
Minimum Height:  9 cm

Specifications:

Certifications:

Packaging Content:
Magnus-Qi, USB-C Charging Cable,
2Metal ring plate, Alcohol Pad,
Allen Key,User Guide


